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GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES

Notification by Hungary

Addendum

With reference to the Decision of 25 June 1971 of the CONTRACTING PARTIES,
the Permanent Mission of the Hungarian People's Republic has provided the
following information on improvements in the preferential tariff system of
Hungary which entered into effect on 1 January 1978.

As a result of the improvements introduced on 1 January 1978, the
preferential tariff rates have been further reduced in an autonomous way for
sixty-four products the import of which had been increased from the beneficiary
countries since the implementation of the preferential system. The product
coverage of the system has also been considerably broadened to include 705
products, which prior to these improvements had not enjoyed preferential tariff
treatment - especially products of textile and machine industries and tropical
products.

Consequently, 769 new preferential tariff rates have been set: for 369
products the preferential tariff rate is 0 per cent, and for the remaining
products the preferential rates have been arrived at by a significant reduction
of earlier preferential or most-favoured-nation rates.

The new preferential tariffs are stipulated in decree of the Council of
Ministers - No. 46/1977/XII.8/MT. The list of products added to the preferential
system and products for which preferential rates have been reduced is attached
as Annex I.

As a result of these improvements, the Hungarian preferential tariff system
now includes 1,457 preferential tariff items: 165 items cover agricultural
products and foodstuffs, and 1,292 items semi-finished and finished products.

Moreover, as part of the improvement of the Hungarian preferential tariff
system, the Government of the Hungarian People's Republic, by
Decree No. 1/1978/I.14/PM-KKM which entered into force as from 1 January 1978,
exempts from the payment of duties all products originating in and imported
directly from the twenty-six least developed countries listed in Annex II.
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ANNEX I

List of Products Added to the Preferential System and

Products for which Preferential Rates have been Reduced
/Effective 1 January 1978./

Heading No. Description of goods Preferential
rate

3.

01.01-01

01.02-01

01.03-01

01.04-01

01.05-01

01.06-01

03.01-05

03.03-01
-99

04.05-02

05.01-00

05.02-01

Live horses, asses, mules and hinnies
for breeding purposes.

Live animals of the bovine species
for breeding purposes

Live swine for breeding purposes

Live sheep and goats for breeding
purposes

Live poultry for breeding purposes

Live animals for breeding purposes, for
laboratories and for zoos; police
dogs

Fish spawn

For breeding purposes
Other

Eggs for hatching

Human hair, unworked, whether or not

washed or scoured; waste of human hair

Pigs', hogs' and boars' bristles and

hair, unworked

Waste of pigs' bristles

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

-03 0
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05.03 -01

-03
-05
-08

05,08-99

05.12-00

05.15-02

06.02-01

07-05-02
-04
-05

08.01-01

-99

08.02-01

Horse-tail hair, unworked, baled
Horse-mane hair, unworked, baled
Pony hair, unworked
Waste of cattle-tail hair

Other

Bones and horn-cores, unworked, defatted,
simply prepared /but not cut to shape/,
treated with acid or degelatinised; powder
and waste of these products

Coral and similar substances, unworked
or simply prepared but not otherwise
worked; shells, unworked or simply
prepared but not cut to shape; powder
and waste of shells

Cattle sperm

Unrooted cuttings; slips

Seed beans
Seed peas
Peas for forage

Grated coconuts, dates, bananas,
pineapples
Other

Oranges

08.08-00 Berries, fresh

0

0
0
0

5

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

5

5
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08.11-00

09.01-01

09.02-00

09.03-00

09.04-01

-99

09.05-00

09.06-00

09.07-00

09.08-00

09.09-00

10.01-01

10.02-01

10.03-01

10.04-01

10.05-01

10.06-01

Fruit provisionally preserved /for
example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in
brine, in sulphur water or in other
preservative solutions/, but unsuitable
in that state for immediate consumption

Coffee, unroasted

Tea

Mate

Pepper
Other

Vanilia

Cinnamom and cinnamom-tree flowers

Cloves /whole fruit, cloves and
stems/

Nutmeg, mace and cardamoms

Seeds of anise, badian, fennel,
coriander, cumin, caraway and juniper

Wheat and meslin, intended for sowing

Rye intended for sowing

Barley intended for soling

Oats intended for sowing

Hybrid maize, for sowing

Rice in the husk or without the husk
but still enclosed in the pericarp

0

10

10

0

5

5

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5
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10.07-01

-99

11.02-02

-04

12.01-02

Intended for sowing
Other

Buckwheat, millet, canary seed and grain
sorghum; other cereals

Oat flakes

Germ of maize

Groundnuts for oil extraction

-04

12.03-00

Soya beans

Other
Oil seeds and oleaginous

broken

Seeds, fruit and spores,

for sowing

0

0

fruit, whole or

of a kind used
0

12.07-01

-02

-03

-04

-05

-06

-07

-09

Liquorice root

Quassia

Tonka beans

Calabar beans

Coca leaves

Other wood, roots and bark; moss algae

Poppy heads

Senna leaves

-10 Ipecacuanha root

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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1.

12.07-11

13.02-01

-99

14.01-04

-05

-06

-07

-08

-09

14.03-00

14.05-03

15.04-00

2.Cinchona bark

Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and

other lacs

Other
Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other

lacs; natural gums, resins, gum-resins
and balsams

Bamboos, raw

Manila reeds; rattans, raw

Other raw tropical reeds

Reeds for the manufacture of machine-
made wickerwork chairs

Reeds for the manufacture of edges

Other reeds used for machine-made
wickerwork

Vegetable materials of a kind used

primarily in burshes or in brooms /for
example, sorgho, piassava, couchgrass and

istle/, whether or not in bundles or hanks

Raw vegetable materials, of a kind used

primaly in dyeing or in tanning

Fats and oils, of fish and marine mammals,
whether or not refined

3 .

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

0

0

0
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15.07-01

-02

15.08-00

18.05-01

-99

20.05-00

20.07-01

21.06-01

22.01-99

23.01-01

-02

Wood oil and Japan wax

Castor oil

Animal and vegetable oils, boiled,
oxidised, dehydrated, sulphurised or

polymerised by heat in vacuum or in inert.
gas, or otherwise modified

Cocoa powder, unsweetened, put up in

packagings of 1 kg. or more

Other
Cocoa powder, unsweetened

0

0

5

5

0

Jams, fruit jellies, marmalade, fruit puree

and fruit pastes, being cooked preparations,
whether or not containing added sugar 0

Juices of a specific gravity exceeding
1.33 at 15°C

Fodder yeast

Other

Waters, including spa waters and aerated

waters; ice and snow

Flours of meat and offals

Flours of fish or crustanceans or

similar flours and powder

0

0

0

0

0
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23.01-99

23.02-00

23.03-00

23.04-00

23.06-00

23.07-00

25.01-01

-02

Other 0

Flours and meals, of meat, offals,
fish, crustanceans or molluscs, unfit

for human consumption; greaves

Bran, sharps and other residues derived from
the sifting, milling or working of cereals
or of leguminous vegetables 0

Beet-pulp, bagasse and other waste

of sugar manufacture; brewing and distilling
dregs and waste; residues of starch

manufacture and similar residues

Oil-cake and other residues /except
dregs/ resulting from the extraction
of vegetagle oils

Products of vegetable origin of a kind used

for animal food, not elsewhere specified
or included 0

Sweetened forage; other preparations of

a kind used in animal feeding

Common salt /included rock salt, mine
salt, sea salt and prepared table salt/,
whether or not in the form of an aqueous
solution 0

Pure sodium chloride, whether or not

in aqueous solution 0

0000
0

Salt liqours; sea water 0-03
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25.02-00

25.03-00

25.05-01

25.07-06

-07

25.19-99

25.20-00

25.22-00

25.23-00

25.24-00

25.26-00
25.27-01

Unroasted iron pyrites

Sulphur of all kinds, other than

sublimed sulphur, precipitated sulphur

and colloidal sulphur

Foundry sand

Refractory clay, crude

Calcined refractory clay /schistous
clay/

Other

Natural magnesium carbonata /magnesite/,
whether or not calcined, other than

magnesium oxide

Gypsum; anhydrite; calcined gypsum, and

plasters with a basis of calcium sulphate,

whether or not coloured, but not including

plasters specially prepared for use in

dentistry

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic

lime, other than calcium oxide and hydroxide 0

Portland cement, ciment fondu, slag
cement, supersulphate cement and similar

hydraulic cements, whether or not

coloured or in the form of clinker

Asbestos

Mica, including splittings; mica waste

Natural steatite, not further worked than roughly
split, roughly squared or squared by sawing

0

0

0

0
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26.01-01

-03

-04

-05

-06

26,02-01

-99

26.03-01

-02

-03

-99

27.01-01

27.04-99

Iron ore, concentrated or not, and
roasted iron pyrites

Tunstren, molybdenum and titanium
ores

Chromium ores

Bauxite

Zirconium sand

Blast furnace slag

Other
Slag,, dross, scalings and similar waste

from the manufacture of iron or steel

Ash and residues of zinc

Ash and residues of lead

Residual carnallite lyes

Other
Ash and residues /other than from the
manufacture of iron or steel/, containing
metallic compounds

Anthracite

Other
Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or

of peat

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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27.06-00

27.07-02

-03

-05

-06

27.08-00

27.09-00

27.10-02

-06

27.11-00

Tar distilled from coal, from lignite or

from peat, and other mineral tars, including
partially distilled tars and blend of pitch
with creosote oils or with other coal
tar distillation products 0

Crude benzol, toluol, xylol and

solvent naphta

Basic products 0

Crude phenols, cresols and xylenols

Crude naphthalene

Crude anthracene

Pitch and pitch coke, obtained from

coal tar or from other mineral tars

Petroleum oils and oils obtained from

bituminous minerals, crude

Aviation spirit

Power kerosene

Petroleum gases and other gaseous

hydrocarbons

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

27.13-01 Lignite wax, crude

27.14-02 Petroleum coke

0

0

0
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27.15-01

-99

27.17-00

28.02-00

28.05-07

28.15-02

28.50-00

28.51-00

28.52-00

Gilsonite /i.e. natural asphalt used

for printing and telecommunication

purposes/

Other
Bitumen and asphalt, natural; bituminous

shale, asphaltic rock and tar sands

Electric current

Sulphur, sublimed or precipitated;
colloidal sulphur

Mercury

Carbon disulphide

Fissile chemical elements and isotopes;
other radioactive chemical elements and

radio-active isotopes; communds, inorganic
or organic, of such elements or isotopes,
wether or not chemically defined; alloys,
dispersions and cermets, containing any of

these elements, isotopes or compounds

Isotopes and their compounds, inorganic
or organic, whether or not chemically

defined, other than isotopes and

compounds falling within heading No.28.50

Compounds, inorganic or organic, of

thorium, of uranium depleted in U 235,
of rare earth metals, of yttrium or of

scandium, whether or not mixed together

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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28.56-01

29.01-02

29.02-01

29.10-99

29.30-01

29.34-02

29.35-20

29.39-01

30.02-01

30.03-02

31.01-01

-99

Silicon carbide and boron carbide

Styrene

Hexachlorocyclohexane

Other
Acetals and hemiacetals and single
or complex oxygenfunction acetals and
hemiacetals, and their halogenated,

sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives.

Isocyanates

Silicone monomers and intermediates

/chloro-silane derivatives/

Cyanuric chloride

Insulin

Sera and vaccines

Insulin, put up for retail sale

Guano

Other
Guano and other natural animal or

vegetable fertilisers, whether or not

mixed together, but not chemically
treated

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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32.10-00

32.13-01

-02

33.06-01

34.01-00

35.03-03

35.04-00

35.06-00

36.05-02

Artists', students, and signboard painters'
colours, modifying tints, amusement colours
and the like, in tablets, tubes, jars,
bottles, pans or in similar forms or packins,
including such colours in sets or outfits,
with or without brushes, palettes or other
accesories 5

Writing and drawing inks 5

Indian ink 5

Perfumery, cosmetics and toilet pre-

parations 5

Organic surface-active agents; surface-

active preparations and washing preparations,

whether or not containing soap 5

Gelatin for photographic purposes

Peptones and other protein substances

and their derivatives; hide-powder,
whether or not chromed

Prepared glues not elsewhere specified

or included; products suitable for use

as glues put up for sale by retail as

glues in packages not exceeding a net

weight of 1 kg

Paraffined amorces in strips for

igniting minears'lamps

0

0

5

0
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36.06-00

37.04-01

37.05-01

-99

37.07-01

-03

38.05-01

38.14-02

-99

38.19-01

Matches /exluding Bengal matches/

Plates

Microfilm

Other
Plates, unperforated film and perforated
film /other than cinematograph film/,
exposed and developed, negative or positive

Cinematograph film, exposed and developed
whether or not consisting of sound

track, negative

Intermediate positives

Tall oil, crude

Other anti-knock preparations

Other
Anti-knock preparations, oxidation
inhibitors, gum inhibitors, viscosity
improvers, anti-corrosive preparations
and similar prepared additives for mineral
oils

Anodic paste

Mixtures of isocyanates

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-02 0
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39.01-99

40.13.99

41.02-01

41.02-02

-99

41.03-02

-03

41.04-01

-02

Other
Condensation, polycondensation and
polyaddition products, whether or not
modified or polymerised, and whether or

not linear /for example, phenoplasts,
aminoplast, alkyds, polyallyl esters and
other unsaturated polyesters, silicones/ 0

Other
Articles of apperal and clothing accessories
/including gloves/, for all purposes, of
unhardened vulcanised rubber:

Tanned, including crusts, but not further
prepared

Parchment-dressed leather

Other
Bovine cattle leather /including
buffalo leather/ and equine leather,
except leather falling within heading
No. 41.06, 41.07 or 41.08

Napa leather

Parchment-dressed leather

Tanned, including crusts, but not

further prepared

Napa leather

0

50
50
0

Parchment-dressed leather

5

5-03
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41.04-99

41.05-03

41.08.01

42.03-03

-05

44.03-01

-03

44.04-01

44.18-99

44.24-00

44.27-00

Other
Goat and kid skin leather, except
leather falling within heading No. 41.06,
41.07 or 41.08

Parchment-dressed leather

Patent leather

Gloves, including mittens, of leather

Other clothing accessories, of leather

Tropical wood

Other temperate-zone wood

Tropical wood

Other
Reconstituted wood, being wood shavings,
wood chips, sawdust, wood flour or other
ligneous waste agglomerated with
natural or artificial resins or other
organic binding substances, in sheets,
blocks or the like

Household utensils of wood

Standard lamps, table lamps and other
lighting fittings, of wood; articles of
furniture, of wood, not falling within

5

5

5

0

0

0

0

5

0

5
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Chapter 94; caskets, cigarette boxes,
trays, fruit bowis, ornaments and other
fancy articles, of wood; cases for cutlery,
for drawing instruments ticles of wood for

personal use or adornment, of a kind normally
carried in the pocket, in the handbag or on the

person; parts of the foregoing articles,
of wood 5

44. 28-02

46.02-03

-99

46.03-00

47.01-00

Wooden pegs or pins for footwear

Plants, of bamboo

Other
Plaits and similar products of plaiting

materials, for all uses, whether or

not assembled into strips

Basketwork, wickerwork and other articles
of plaiting materials, made directly to

shape; articles made up from goods

falling within heading No 46.02; articles
of loofah

0

5

5

0

Pulp derived by mechanical or chemical

means from any fibrous vegetable material 0

48.01-01 Newsprint 0
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48.01-10
-99

48.03-01

48.13-01

-99

48.16-02

49.01-00

49.02-00

49.03-00

49.04-00

49.06-00

Paperboard for shoes
Other
Paper and paperboard /including cellulose
wadding/, in rolls or sheets

Greaseproof paper

Duplicating stencils

Other
Carbon and other copying papers /including
duplicator stencils/ and transfer paper,
cut to size, whether or not put up
in boxes

Paperboard drums

Printed books, booklets, brochures,
pamphlets and leaflets

Newspapers, journals and periodicals,
whether or not illustrated

Children's picture books and painting
books

Music, printed or in manuscript, whether
or not bound or illustrated

Plans and drawings, for industrial,
architectural, engineering, commercial
or similar purposes, whether original or

reproductions on sensitised paper;

manuscripts and typescripts

0

0

0

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

0
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49.07-01

49.11-01

-02

51.01-01

-02

51.02-01

-02

-03

-04

-05

-06

Unused postage, revenue and similar
stamps of current or new issue in
the country to which they are destined;
stamp-impressed paper; banknotes, stock,
share

Catalogues, prospectuses, trade lists
and pattern books

Printed pictures and illustrations,
without text, for publishing of
books

Yarn of polyamide resins

Yarn of other synthetic textile
materials

Imitation catgut of synthetic textile
materials

Artifical straw of synthetic textile
materials

Other goods of synthetic textile
material

Imitation catgut of regenerated textile
materials

Artifical straw of regenerated textile
materials
Other goods of regenerated textile
materials

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

5

10

0

0
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51.03- 01

51,04-01

52.01-00

52. 02-00

53.02-00

53. 03-00

53.04-00

53.05-01

-99

Of synthetic textile fibres

Of synthetic textile fibres

Matallised yarn, being textile yarn
spun Faith metal or covered with
metal by any process

Woven fabrics of metal thread or
of metallised yarn, of a kind used in
articles of apperalas furnishing
fabrics or the like

Other animal hair /fine or coarse/,
not carded or combed

Waste of sheep's or lambs'wool or
of other animal hair /fine or coarse/
not pulled or garnetted

Waste of sheep's or lambs wool or of
other animal hair /fine or coarse/,
pulled or garnetted /including pulled
or garnetted rags/

Carded wool or other animal hair

Other
Sheep's or lambs'wool or other animal
hair /fine or coarse/, carded or combed

0

0

5

5

0

0

0

0

0
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53.06-00

53.07-00

Yarn of carded sheep's or lambs wool

yarn/, not put up for retail sale

Yarn of combed sheep's or lambs wool

yarn/, not put up for retail sale

/woolen
0

/wors ted
15

53.08-00

53.09-00

53.10-00

53.12-00

54,01-01

Yarn of fine animal hair /carded or

combed/, not put up for retail sale

Yarn of horsehair or of other coarse

animal hair, not put up f or retail
sale

Yarn of sheep's or lambs' wool, of

horsehair or of other animal hair /fine
or coarse/, put up for retail sale

Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair

or horsehair

Flax, raw or retted

Flax or ramie
retail sale

yarn, not put up for

5

54,04-00

54.05-00

55.01-01

Flax or ramie yarn, put up for retail sale

Woven fabrics of flax or of ramie

Not ginned

-02 Ginned

15

15

15

15

0

54.03-00

10

15

0

0
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55.02-00

55.04-00

55.06-00

55.07-00

55.08-00

56.01-01

-02

-03

56.02-01

-02

56.03-01

-02

56.04-01

Cotton linters

Cotton, carded or combed

Cotton yarn, put up for retail sale

Cotton gauze

Terry towelling and similar terry
fabrics, of cotton

Of polyamide resins

Other synthetic textile fibres

Regenerated textile fibres

Of polyamide resins

Of other synthetic textile fibres

Of polyamide resins

Of other synthetic textile fibres

Of polyamide resins

Other synthetic textile fibres

Regenerated textile fibres

56.05-01

-02

Of polyamide resins

Of other synthetic textile fibres

Of regenerated textile fibres

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

0

5

5

5

5

5

-02

-03

5

0

5

5

03 0
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57.02-00

57.06-00

57.07-01

-02

-03

Manila hemp /abaca/ /"Musa textilis"/,
raw or processed but not spun; tow

and waste of manila hemp /including
pulled or garnetted rags or ropes/

Yarn of jute or of other textile

bast fibres of heading No. 57,03

Yarn of true hemp, not put up for

retail sale

Yarn of true hemp, put up for retail

sale

Paper yarn

Other
Yarn of other

paper yarn

0

vegetable textile fibres,

57,11-01 Woven fabrics
paper yarn

of true hemp and of

5

Waven fabrics
fibres

of other vegetable textile

5

58,03-00 Tapestries, hand-made of the type

Gobelins, Flanders, Aubusson, Beauvais
and the like, and needle-worked
tapestries /for example, petit point and

cross stitch/ made in panels and the like

by hand

0

5

15

20

5

-99

-02

30
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58.04-00

58,05-00

58.06-00

58.07-00

58.08-00

58.09-00

Woven pile fabrics and chenille
fabrics /other than terry towelling or

similar terry fabrics of cotton falling
withon heading No. 55.08 and fabrics
falling withon heading No.58.05/

Narrow woven fabrics, and narrow fabrics

/bolduc/ consisting of warp without
weft assembled by means of an adhesive,
other than goods falling withon heading
No. 58.06

Woven labels, badges and the like,
not embroidered, in the piece, in

strips or cut to shape or size

Chenille yarn /including flock chenille

yarn/, gimped yarn /other than metalised
yarn of heading No. 52,01 and gimped
horsehair yarn/; braids and ornamental

trimmings in the piece; tassels, pompons
and the like

Tulle and other net fabrics /but not

including woven, knitted or crocheted

fabrics/, plain

15

15

15

15

15

Tulle and other net fabrics /but not

including woven, knitted or crocheted

fabrics/, figured; hand or mechanically made

lace, in the piece, in strips or in motifs 15
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58.10-01
- 99

59.01-00

59.02-00

59.03-00

59.05-00

59.06-00

59.07-00

Embroidery without visible ground
Other
Embroidery, in the piece, in strips
or in motifs

Wadding and articles of wadding; textile
flock and dust and mill neps

Felt and articles of felt, whether or not
impregnated or coated

Bonded fibre fabrics, similar bonded
yarn fabrics, and articles of such
fabrics, whether or not impregnated
or coated

Nets and netting made of twine, cordage
and rope, and made up fishing nets of yarn,

twine, cordage or rope

25
25

10

10

10

10

Other articles made from yarn, twine,

cordage, rope or cables, other than textile
fabrics and articles made from such fabrics 10

Textile fabrics coated with gum or
amylaceous substances, of a kind used
for the outer covers of books and the like;
tracing cloth; prepared painting canvas;
buckram and similar fabrics for hat found-
ations and similar uses 10
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59.10-00

59.11-01

-99

59.12-01

-02

-99

59,13-00

Linoleum and materials prepared on a

textile base in a similar manner to linoleum,
whether or not cut to shape or of a kind
used a floor coverings; floor coverings
consisting of a coating applied on a

textile base, cut to shape or not 10

With natural rubber 10

Other
Rubberised textile fabrics, other
than rubberised knitted or crocheted
goods

Painted canvas being theatrical
scenery or the like

Textile fabrics coated or impregnated
with oil or preparations with a basis

of drying oil

Other
Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated
or coated; painted canvas being
theatrical scenery, studio back-
cloths or the like

Elastic fabrics and trimmings /other
than knitted or crocheted goods/
consisting of textile materials combined
with rubber threads

10

10

10

10

15
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59.14-00

59.15-00

59.16-00

59.17-01

-02

-99

60.02-00

60.04-01

-04

-05

Wicks, of woven, plaited or knitted

textile materials, for lamps, stoves,

lighters, candles and the like; tubular
knitted gas-mantle fabric and incandescent
gas mantles

Textile hosepiping and similar tubing,
with or without lining, armour or

accessories of other materials

Transmission, conveyor or elevator belts
or belting, of textile material, whether
or not strengthened with metal or other
material

Textile fabrics of a kind commonly used
in machinery or plant

Other textile articles of a kind commonly
used in machinery or plant

Other
Textile fabrics and textile articles,
of a kind commonly used in machinery or

plant

Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or

crocheted, not elastic nor rubberised

Men's and boys' shirts, underpants,
vests and the like, knitted or crocheted,
of silk

Men's and boys' other under garments,
knitted or crocheted

Women's and girls' slips, knickers,

night-dreeses and the like, knitted or
crocheted of silk

2. 3.

15

10

10

0

0

0

5

0

0

0
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60.04-10

60.05-25

-26

-27

-31

-32

-33

-34

-35

Mens' and boys' knitted or crocheted

track suits, dressing gowns, and the
like, of wool

Babies overcoats, knitted or crocheted
/whether or not lined with foamed latex/,
of wool

Babies'overcoats, knitted or crocheted

/whether or not lined with foamed latex/,
of man-made materials

Babies'overcoats, knitted or crocheted
/wether or not lined with foamed latex/,
of other materials

Bathing costumes of man-made textile
fibres

Bathing costumes of other textile fibres

Other outer garments; clothing
accessories and the like, knitted or

crocheted, of wool

Other outer garments; clothing
accessories and the like, knitted or

crocheted, of man-made materials

Other outer garments; clothing
accessories and the like, knitted or

crocheted, of other materials

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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61.01-03

-06

Men's overcoats of other materials

Men's suits and jackets of other
materials

Men's smoking jackets,
gowns, waist-coats and
of wool

Men's smoking jackets,
waist-coats and lounge
materials

dressing
lounge coats,

5

dressing gowns,

coats, of man-made

5

Men's smoking jackets,
gowns, waist-coats and
of silk

dressing

lounge coats,

5

Boys'overcoats of wool

Boys' overcoats of man-made materials

Boys'overcoats of other materials

Boys'suits and jackets of wool

Boys' suits and jackets of man-made

materials

Boys' suits and jackets of other

materials

5

5

5

5

5

5

Boys' trousers of wool

10

10

-10

-11

-12

-14

-15

-16

-17

-18

-19

5-20
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61.01-21

-22

-99

61.02-02

-05

-06

-07

- 08

-10

-13

Boys' trousers of man-made
materials
Boys' trousers of other materials

Other
Men's and boys' outer garments

Women's and girls' overcoats of silk

Women's and girls' overcoats of other
materials

Women's and girls' cosutmes, dresses,
negliges and housecoats, of wool

Women's and girls' costumes, dresses,
negliges and housecoats, of silk

Women's and girls' costumes, dresses,
negliges and housecoats, of man-made
materials

Women's and girls' costumes, dresses
negliges and housecoats, of other
materials

Women's and girls' skrits and trousers
of silk

Women's and girls' blouses of wool

Women's and girls' blouses of silk

5
5

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

-14 10
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61.02-15 Women's and girls' blouses

materials
of man-made

10

Women's and girls' blouses
materials

of other
10

Babies ' overcoats of wool

Babies' overcoats of silk

Babies ' overcoats of man-made materials

Babies' overcoats of other materials

Babies' outer garments , of wool

Babies' other outer garments, of silk

Babies' other outer garments, of man-made

materials

Babies' other outer garments, of other
materials

Babies' crawlers, rompers and overalls

Other
Women's, girls' and infants' outer

garments

Shirts, under vests, night-shirts and

pyjamas, of silk

-17

-18

-19

-20

-21

-22

-23

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

-25

-99

61.03-01

5

5

5

10

-16
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61.03-99

61.04-01

-04

-05

-06

61.07-01

-02

Other
Men's and boys' under garments,
including collars, shirt fronts and
cuffst

Women's and girls' combinations,
slips, knickers, petticoats, pyjama
sleeping suits, night dresses and similar
undergarments, of silk

Infants' under garments /swaddling
clothes, shirts, nightwear, dressing
gowns, petticoats, knickers pyjama sleeping
suits and other under garments/

Infants' under garments /swaddling
clothes, shirts nightwear, dressing
gowns, petticoats, knickers, pyjama
sleeping suits and other under garments/
of man-made materials

Infants' undergarments /swaddling clothes,
shirts, nightwear, dressing gowns,

petticoats, knickers, pyjama sleeping
suits and other under garments/ of other
materials

Of silk

Of man-made textile fibres

Of other textile materials

1. 2.

10

5

0

0

0

10

03 10
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61.10-00

61.11-01

-99

62.01-01

-99

62.03-01

-02

-03

62.04-01

-02

Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings,
socks and sockettes, not being knitted
or crocheted goods

Accessories and trimmings for
garments /tuckers, fallals, bodice-
fronts, jabots, cuffs etc./

Other
Made up accessories for articles of

apparel /for example, dress shields,
shoulder and other pads, belts, muffs,
sleeve protectors, pockets/

Electrically-heated

Other
Travelling rugs and blankets

Used jute sacks

Packing sacks and bags, of jute

Packing sacks and bags, of other-
materials

Tarpaulins

Sails

Awnings and sunblinds

Tents

Sleeping-bags

Camping articles made of rubberised
fabrics

15

10

15

10

10

0

0

0

30

30

-03

-04

-05

-06

30

30

30

30
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62.04-99 Other 25

62.05-01

-99

614.06-00

65.01-00

65.02-01

-02

Bands for use in the internal reinforcing
of belts

O ther
Other made up textile articles /including
dress patterns/

Gaiters, spats, leggings, puttees, cricket
pads, shinguards and similar articles,
and parts thereof

Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt,
neither blocked to shape nor with made
brims; plateaux and manchons /including
slit manchous/, of felt

Of wood shavings, thin boards, wood
strips, straw, bark, esparto, drawn

wood, abaca, sisal and other unspun

vegetable textile fibres

Of man-made textile fibres, strips of paper

or fibres coated with plastic materials
or combined therewith

-99 Other

25

25

10

20

15
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65.03-00

65.04-00

65.05-00

65. 06-00

65.07-00

66.02-00

66.03-00

Felt hats and other felt headgear,
being headgear made from the felt hoods
and plateaux falling within heading No.
65.01, whether or not lined or trimmed

Hats and other headgear, plaited or
made from plaited or other strips of any
material, whether or not lined or

trimmed

Hats and other headger /including hair
nets/, knitted or crocheted, or made up
from lace, felt or other textile fabric
in the piece /but not from strips/,
whether or not lined or trimmed

Other headgear, whether or not lined
or trimmed

Headbands, linings, covers, hat
foundations, hat frames /including
spring frames for opera hats/, peaks
and chinstraps, for headgear

Walking sticks /including climbing
sticks and seatsticks/, canes, whips,
riding crops and the like

Parts, fittings, trimmings and accessories
of articles falling within heading No.
66.01 or 66.02

25

20

25

25

15

10

15
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67.03-01

-02

-04

68.01-00

68.04-03

68.06-00

68.12-00

68.15-0

-02

-03

Human hair, merely dressed

Buffalo hair, unprocessed, for use in
making wigs

Angora hair, unprocessed, for use in
making wigs

Road and paving setts, curbs and
flagstones, of natura stone /except
slate/

All the goods falling within this
heading, other than hand polishing
stones, whetstones, oilstones

Natural or artificial abrasive powder or
grain, on a base of woven fabric, of
paper, of paperboard or of other materials,
whether or not cut to shape or sewn
or otherwise made up

Articles of asbestos-cement, of
cellulose fibrecement or the like

Small sheets or plates of mica, shaped

Sheets, plates and strips, made by
bonding mica splittings or powder

Sheets, strips, films, discs, tubes,
rolls, etc. of mica or samica, or of mica and
samica on fabrics or papers, for

manufacturing mica capacitors falling
within heading No.85,18, and for

manufacturing mica insulators falling
within heading No.85.25 -85.28

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

5

5
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68.15-99

69.04-00

69.05-01

69.07-00

69. 08-01

69.10-01

-99

69.11-00

69.13-00

Other
Worked mica and articles of mica,

including bonded mica splittings on a

support of paper of fabric /for example,
micanite and micafolium/

Building bricks /including floring blocks,
support or filler tiles and the like/

Ordinary roofing tiles, undecorated

Unglazed setts, flags and paving,
hearth and wall tiles

Paving tiles of earthenware

Of porcelain

Other
Sinks, wash basins, bidets, water closet
pans, urinals, baths and like sanitary
fixtures

Tableware and other articles of a kind
commonly used for domestic or toilet
purposes, of porcelain or china
/including biscuit porcelain and

parian/

Statuettes and other ornaments, and

articles of personal adornment; articles
of furniture

5

0

0

0

0

5

0

0
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70.01-99

71.01-00

71.02-01

-99

71.03-01

-99

71.04-01

-02

Other
Waste glass cullett/; glass in the mass

/excluding optical glass/

Pearls, unworked or worked, but no mounted,
set or strung /except ungraded pearls

temporarily strung for convenience of

transport/

Unworked or merely sawn, cleaved or

bruted

Other
Precious and semi-precious stones,

unworked, cut or otherwise worked,
but not mounted, set or strung /except
ungraded stones temporarily strung for

convenience of transport/

Unworked or merely sawn, cleaved or

bruted

Other
Synthetic or reconstructed precious

or semi-precious stones, unworked,
cut or otherwise worked, but not mounted,
set or strung /except ungraded stones

temporarily strung for convenience of

transport

Natural diamond powder for industrial

purposes

Synthetic diamond powder for industrial

purposes

0

0

0

5

0

5

0

0
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71.04-99

71. 05-01

-04

-05

71,07-01

-04

-05

71.09-01

-03

-04

-05
71,10-00

Other
Dust and powder of antural of synthetic
precious or semi-precious stones

Unwrought /in lumps/

Foil of a thickness not exceeding
0.15 mm

Powder, purls, flakes, spangles and
cuttings

Unwrought /in lumps/

Fiol of a thickness not exceeding 0.15 mm

Powder, purl, flakes, spangles and
cuttings

Platinum and platinum alloys, unwrought

Other metals of the platinum group and
alloys thereof, unwrought

Semi-manufactures of metals of the
platinum group and alloys thereof,
for use in jewellery.
Powder, purls, flakes, spangles and cuttings
Rolled platinum or other platinum group
metals, on base metal or precious metal,
unworked or semimanufactured

71.11-00 Goldsmiths', silversmiths', sweepings,
residues, lemels, and other waste and scrap,
precious metal

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

of
0
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73. 01-00

73 .06-00

73.10-01

-02

-03

-04

-05

-06

-99

73.11-00

Pig iron, cast iron and spiegeleisen,
in pigs, blocks, lumps and similar forms

Puddled bars and pilings; ingots, blocks,
lumps and similar forms, of iron or steel

Hot-rolled, extruded or forged concrete

rounds

Hot-rolled, extruded or forged wire rod

Hot-rolled, extruded or forged steel
bars and rods

Other hot-rolled, extruded or forged
bars and rods, of iron or steel

Cold-formed or cold-finished drawn rods

of freecutting steel

Other cold-formed or cold-finished sttel

bars and rods

Other
Bars and rods /including wire rod/, of

iron or steel, hot-rolled, forged,

extruded, cold-formed or cold-finished
/including precision-made/; hollow mining

drill steel

Angles, shapes and sections, of iron or

steel, hotrolled, forged, extruded, cold-

formed or cold-finished; sheet piling of

iron or steel, whether or not drilled,
punched or made from assembled elements 0
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73.18-01

-02

-03

Blanks for tubes and pipes

Seamless steam and gas pipes, of steel

Seamless boiler tubes, of steel

Seamless tubes and pipes for

of sttel

Seamless tubes and pipes for

lines, of steel

oil-fields,
0

oil pipe-
0

Seamless precision tubes and

steel

pipes, of
0

Other seamless tubes and pipes, of

steel

Other welded pipes and tubesof steel

Tubes and pipes of stainless and acid-

and heat-resistant steel

Other fitted tubes and pipes

0

0

0

0

Other 0

Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of

iron /other than of cast iron/ or steel,
excluding high-pressure hydro-electric conduits

-04

0

0

0

-06

-07

-11

-12

-14

-99
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73. 31-99

73.36-02

73.38-01

-02

-04

-99

73.40-01

-02

-03

-04

-99

Other
Nails, tacks, staples, hook-nails,
corrugated nails, spiked cramps, studs,
spikes and drawing pins, of iron or

steel, whether or not with heads of other
materials, but not including such articles
with heads of copper

Oil stoves

Sinks and wash basins, of stainless
steel

Bath-tubs, of cast iron

Enamelled pots and pans

Galvanised pots and pans

Other
Articles of a kind commonly used for
domestic purposes, sanitary ware for
indoor use, and parts of such articles

and ware, of iron or steel

Unworked articles of cast iron

Worked articles of cast iron

Unworked forged articles

Worked forged articles

Other
Other articles of iron or steel

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

10

10

10

10

10
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74.01-01

-02

-03

74.02-00

75 .01-00

75.02-00

75 .03-00

75.04-00

75.05-00

Unwrought copper, unrefined /e.g.bliser
copper, black copper and cement copper/

Unwrought copper, refined

Copper waste and scrap

Master alloys

Nickel mattes, nickel speiss and other
intermediate products of nickel metallurgy;
unwrought nickel /excluding electro-plating
anodes/; nickel waste and scrap

Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and

sections, of nickel; nickel wire

Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of
nickel; nickel foil; nickel powders and
flakes

Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of

nickel; hollow bars and tube and pipe
fittings /for example, joints, elbows.,
sockets and flanges/, of nickel

Eletcro-plating anodes, of niokel, wrought
or unwrought, including those produced by
electrolysis

Other articles of nickel

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

75 .06-00 0
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77.01-01

-02

77.04-01

78.01-01

-02

79.01-01

-02

80.01-01

-02

81. 01-01

81.02-01

81 .03-01

81.04-01

-02

-03

-04

Unwrought

Waste and scrap

Unwrought; .vaste and scrap and powder

Unwrought

Waste and scrap

Unwrought zinc

Waste and scrap

Unwrought tin

Waste and scran

Unwrought; waste and scrap; powder

Unwrought; powder; waste and scrap

Unwrought; powder; waste and scrap

Unwrought; powder

Waste and scrap

Monocrystal and polycrystal

Germanium, wrought

82.03-01 Files and rasps

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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62.03-99

82.08-00

82.09-01

-02

-99

82.11-01

82. 12-99

Other
Hand tools, the following: pliers
/including cutting pliers/, pincers,
tweezers, tinmen's snips, bolt

croppers and the like; perforating
punches; pipe cutters; spanners and

wrenches /but not including tap wrenches/;
files and rasps

Coffee-mills, mincers, jice-extractors
and other mechanical appliances, of a weight
not exceeding 10 kg and of a kind used
for domestic purposes in the preparation,
serving or conditioning of food or drink

Folding knives

Cutting blades of knives falling whithin
this heading

Other
Knives with cutting blades, serrated or

not /including pruning knives/, other than
knives and cutting blades falling within
heading No.82.06

Safety razors

0 their
Scissors /including tailors' shears/,
and blades therefor

0

0

0

5

0

5

5
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82.13-00

83.01-00

83.02-99

83.05-00

83.07-01

Other articles of cutlery /for example,
secatuurs, hair clippers, butchers'

cleavers, paper knives/; manicure and

chiropody sets and appliances /including
nail files/

Lock and padlocks /key combination or

electrically operated/, and parts thereof, of
base metal; frames incorporating locks,
for handbags, trunks or the like, and parts

of such frames, of base metal; keys for any

of the foregoing articles, of base metal

Other

Base metal 1 ttings and mountings of a

kind suitable for furniture, doors,
staircases, windows, blinds, coachwork,

saddlery, trunks, caskets and the like

/including automatic door closers/; base

metal hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets and
the like

Fittings for loose-leaf binders, for

files or for stationery books, of base

metal; letter clips, staples, indexing
tags, and similar stationery goods, of

base meta-l

Miners' safety lamps and parts thereof 10

Hurricane lamps and parts thereof

5

55-A
S

-02 10
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83. 07-99

84.05-01

Other
Lamps and lighting fittings, of base
metal, and parts thereof, of base
metal /excluding switches, electric

battery or magneto lamps, and other
articles falling within Chapter 85
except heading No.85.22/

Steam and other vapour power units not

incorporating boilers

6-cylinder diesel engines with a cylinder
capacity of not more than 6,000 cc. and of
of not DIN, intended for heavy all-wheel
driven tractors with 4 driving wheels of

identical size and with uniform dynamic

distribution of the weight over both
axles, the tractor weighing not less,

than 5.000 kilos /without ballast or

additonal weights/

an output

15

84.11-01

-02

Ammonia-operating turbo-compressors
and screw compressors with an output
of 0.6 to 1.21.million cal/h

Piston-type compressors for a terminal
pressure of over 500 atmospheres and
used in a the production of polyethylene
and other chemical agents and synthetic-
materials

Acetylene compressors

10

10

84.06-02

5

5

-03 5
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84.11-04 Chlorine-gas compressors 5

-05 Oxygen compressors of capacities higher
than 20 cu. metres/minute, provided the

terminal pressure is lower than 150 atmospheres,
and of capacities higher than 5 cu.

metres/minute where the terminal presure

is higher than 150 atmospheres 5

-06 Intermediate and high-pressure turbo-

compressors for use in the chemicals
industry, where the terminal pressure is
higher than 150 atmospheres 5

-07 Pumps and compressors for other special
purposes in the chemicals industry 5

-08 Compressors /mobile/ with sound-damping

device /provided the noise level ot

the operating unit, measured at a

distance of 7 metres and a height of

1.5 metres does not exceed 80 dB/ 5

-09 Semi-stationary /without bases/ compressing
units /where the gas supply is in excess of
100 cu. metres per minute or the terminal
pressure is higher than 10 atmospheres/ 5

-10 Rotary compressors of a capacity exceeding
100 cu. metres/minute or a terminal

pressure exceeding 100 atmospheres 5
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84.11-11 Vacuum pumps for use in the manufacture
of radio receiver valves and amplifier
valves, of an output exceeding 500 valves

per hour

-12 Positive-displacement air pumps /vacuum
pumps/ of a capacity exceeding 30 cu.

metres/minute 5

-13 Water-ring vacuum pumps of a capcity
exceeding 30 cu. metres/minute 5

-14 Rotary plastic-bladed vacuum pumps,

direct-drive, highspeed /for producing

a technological vacuum of 760-10 Torr/ 5

-15 Rotary vacuum pumps, anti-vibration,
supported, direct-drive /for producing

a technological vacuum of 760 - 10 4Torr/ 5

-16 Roots system vacuum pumps without oil seal
/for producing a technological vacuum of

760-10 Torr or 30-10 -4 Torr/ 5

-17 Turbo-molecular vacuum pumps for producing

an oil- and steam-free vacuum /for
producing a technological vacuum of 760-
1 Torr/ 5

-18 Jet liquid pumps using oil or water as

the working fluid /for producing a

technological vacuum of 760-1 Torr/ 5
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84.11 -19 Vacuum pumps, steam-jet ejector type,
using water, oil or mercury as the
working fluid /f or producing a

technological vacuum of 10 - 10-4
Torr/ 5

-20 Oil-diffusion vacuum pumps, multi-stage,
with ejector pre-stage/for producing a

technological vacuum of 10-2 to 10-8

Torr/ 5

-21 Mercury-diffusion vacuum pumps, multi-
stage, watercooled, for producing a

technological vacuum of 10 -2 to 108
Torr/ 5

-22 Regenerative type absorption vacuum

pumps with molecular filters, for the
use of pre-vacuum free from hydrocarbon
impurities /for producing a technological
vacuum of 760-10 3 Torr/ 5

-23 Sublimation vacuum pumps based on the
thermic sublimetals; free from
hydrocarbon impurities /for porducing
a technological vacuum of 10-2-10-5
Torr/ 5

-24 Spray /ion-getter/ vacuum pumps for

producing high and ultra-high vacuums

free from hydrocarbon impurities /for
producing a technological vacuum of

10-4 to 10-10Torr/
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84.11-25 Cryo-pumps working with liquid nitrogen
and sorbent material /for producing a

technological volume of 10 2 to 10 6 Torr/ 5

-26 Cryo-pumps working with liquid hydrogen
or helium /for producing a technological
vacuum of 103 to 10 Torr/ 5

-27 Reciprocating refrigerator-compressors
/coolant: R-12, R-22 and R-502/ /R = gas

constant/, with a piston displacement
of 3. 2 to 600 cu. me tres/h. 5

-28 Turho refrigerating compressors /coolant:
R-11 and R-113 /R = gas constant/ and NH3

cooling capacity higher than 400.000 kcal/h 5

-29 Other pumps and compressors 5

-30 Free-piston generators 5

-31 Twin-or multi-stage radial blowers

generating a minimum of 1.3 relative total
pressure 5

-32 Ventilators, axial and centrifugal,
with an air output of 1.000 to 100.000
cu. metres/h. up to a water column

pressure of 300 mm 5

-33 Explosion-proof ventilators for the

suction of hydrogenous or other

explosive gases 5
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84.11-34

-35

-36

-37

-99

84.45-01

-02

-03

-04

Ventilators fitted with silencers,
of a speed in excess of 3.000 r.p.m. and
a noise spectrum not exceeding the N-80
/sound-pressure level/ curve

Ventilators made of special wear-
resistant materials, for propelling
very dusty or other aggressive materials

Centrifugal ventilators /air delivery:
200 to 15,000 cu. metres/h; static pressure:
max. 35 mm. water column/

Other fans, blowers and similar equipment

Special air and vacuum pumps; air
gas compressors

Other
Air pumps, vacuum pumps and air or gas
compressors /including motor and turbo
pumps and compressors, and free-piston
generators for gas turbines/; fans, blow-
ers and the like

Centre lathes

Revolving vertical and turret lathes

Numerical-control shaft-turning lathes,
of a turning diameter capacity
exceeding 500 mm.

Numerical-control disc-type lathes, of
a turning diameter capacity exceeding
1.000 mm.

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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84.45-05

-06

-07

-08

-09

-10

-11

-12

-13

-14

-15

-16

Backing-off lathes

Railway wheel and shaft lathes

Crankshaft lathes

Camshaft lathes

Roll-turning lathes

Thread-cutting lathes

Cutting-off- lathes

Straightway drilling lathes

Bar-skimming lathes

Ring-lathes

Other automatic and special lathes

Other lathes

Planers

-18 Bench drilling machines, drill presses,

radial drilling machines and similar
drilling machines

-19 Single and multiple spindle vertical
sensitive drilling machines

-20 Horizontal drilling machines with a

precessing accuracy of 2/um

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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84.11-21 Single-frame multi-spindle drilling
machines with fixed and adjustable
spindles

-22 Series drilling machines with single
base arrangement but individual spindle
drives, with at least 3 working spindles

-23

-24

-25

-26

-27

-28

-29

-30

-31

-32

-33

-34

Drilling machines of a speed exceeding
3.000 r.p.m.

Other drilling machines

Universal drilling machines

Special drilling machines

Other drilling machines

Heavy-duty rotary-thread-producing machines

Other thread-producing machines

Bevel-gear-producing machines

Gear-shaving machines

Other toothing machines

Profile-cutting band.-saws

Other wawing machines

Twin-disc gear-grinding generators

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

-35 5
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84. 45-36

-37

-38

-39

-40

-42

-43

-44

- 45

-47

Precision centre grinding machines
/with a cutting accuracy of at least
1/um and designed also to operate by
the selective assembly method/

Planetary internal grinders 5

Rotary or twin grinding wheel type

vertical surface grinders for the simultaneous
grinding of two parallel surfaces 5

Twin grinding wheel type horizontal-
shaft surface grinders for the simultaneous
grinding of two paralel surfaces

Vertical surface grinders with flying
spindles, bench size maximum 400 x 1.000
mm., with a grinding accuracy of at
least 2 /um

Automatic grinding machines for use in
tool engineering

Tooling tooth grinding machines

Single- or multi-edged precision tool

sharpening

Wire grinding machines

Spline shaft grinding machines

Inner groove grinding machines

Adaptive-control grinding machines

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Other grinding machines

5

-48
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84.45-49 Power hammers 5

-50 Bottom and upper drive high-speed
free-forming forging presses with time-
programming and dimensional or numerical
control 5

-51 Horizontal motion twin-ram hydraulic
free-forming forging presses 5

-52 Ring-shaping machines for size exceeding
a diameter of 500 mm. 5

-53 Countersink forging presses with a

special high rigidity /maximum elongation
1 mm. under a load of 1.000 Mp./, automatic 5

-54 Multi-position automatic equipment for
hot and semihot formation 5

-55 Moulding machines for forming the ribs of
spline shafts and the toothing of law-
modules /max. 5 spur gears/ 5

-56 "Petro-forge" equipment 5

-57 Stretch-moulding equipment for rolled
fittings of a diameter of 80 mm. or more 5

-58 Botton-drive universal cold-flow presses 5

-59 Universal cold-flow pressing apparatus
with a pressing force of under 250
Mp. or with a pressing force of over
630 Mp. 5
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84, 45-60

-61

-62

-63

-64

-65

-66

-67

-68

-69

-70

-71

Multi- /exceeding two/ position
horizontal cold-pressing automatics

Spindle presses with time pattern
systems and electronically-controlled
impact energy

Hydrostatic dust-presses

Presses with fluid /rubber, etc./ replacing
one tool half

Transfer presses, unit assembly type
or integrally built

Other metal presses

Finisher blanking machines

Dual-form /plate-forming/ equipment

/in which the tool is manufactured by
the machine itself/

Metal sheet spinning machines with

time-pattern control

Vibrator shears with time-pattern
control, capstan or numerically-controlled
type

Automatic spline pacing equipment

High-capacity automatic plate-stamping

equipment, under 160 mp and over 500
strokes per minute 5
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84.45-72 High-capacity automatic plate-stamping
equipment, over 160 Mp. and over 150
strokes per minute 5

-73 Other plate-treating machines 5

-74 Stngle-purpose machines for use in the

tool engineering industry 5

-75 Screw cold-presses, automatic, designed

also to produce threads by rolling

/over 1/2 "/ 5

-76 Nut-producing cold presses, automatic

/larger than M/6/ 5

-77 Gear-trimming machines

-78 Lapping machines 5

-79 Superfinishing machines 5

-80 Broaching jigs 5

-81 Supersonic processing equipment 5

-82 Other special machine-tools 5

-99 Other 5

Machine-tools for working metals or
metal carbides, not being machines

falling within heading No. 84.49 or

84.50
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84.48-01

-02

-03

-04

-05

-06

-07

-08

-09

-10

-11

-12

-13

-14

-15

Grinding spindles

Grindstone adjusting devices for the
mechanical control of defined profiles

Automatic lubricators for the drives and
guideway systems of machine-tools

Liquid and smoke cooling equipment for
cutting and metal-working machine-teols

Hydraulic and pneumatic filtering
attachments for the cooling systems of
discs and tools or work pieces

Duplicating equipment

Feeding apparatus for shaft, disc,
bolt, fibre and strip materials

Transfer feeds for volume and plate
forming

External tool-setting devices

Mechanical tool-holder devices

Mechanical indexing systems /inter-
mittent and continuous/

Slide guide and spindle safety devices

Rolling way systems and elements

Rolling spindles

Control gear and units for numerically-
controlled machi.ne-tools.

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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84.48-16

-17

-18

-19

-20

-21

-99

84.49-00

84.51-01

-02

Rubber-wheeled manipulators and
charging machines

Rubots /"mechanical hands"/

Machine accessories for simultaneous
wire-dressing and -cutting machines

Machanisms for tape winding and
unwinding

Tooling-up systems designed for rapid
change and assembly from type units

Tool holders for numerically-controlled
machinetools

Other
Accessories and parts suitable for use

solely or principally with the machines
falling within headings Nos. 84.45 to
84.47, including work and tool holders,
self-opening dieheads, dividing heads
and other appliances for machine-tools;
tool-holders for any type of tool

or machine-tool for working in the hand

Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic
or with self-contained non-electric motor

Portable typewriters

Typewriters for use in offices and
special purpose typewriters

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

0

0
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84.51-99

84.52-01

-02

-03

-04

-05

-99

84.53-01

-02

-99

5Other
Typewriters, other than typewriters

incorporating calculating mechanisms;

cheque-writing machines

Electric calculatin machines

Electronic calculating machines

Other calculating machines

Accounting machines

Cash registers

0

0

0

0

0

Other 0

Calculating machines; accounting machines,

cash registers, postage-franking machines,

ticket-issuing machines and similar machines,

incorporating a calculating device

Punching, checking, sorting and multiplying

machines 0

Electronic computers and data processing
machines 0

Other 0

Automatic data processing machines and

units thereof; magnetic or optical readers,

machines for transcribing data onto data

media in coded form and machines for

processing such data, not elsewhere specified or

included

2. 3.
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84,52-01 Duplicating machines 0

-02 Office-type sorting machines, addressing
machines, coin-sorting or coin-counting
machines /including bank-note counting and
paying out machines/ 0

-99 Other 0
Other office machines /for example,
hectograph or stencil duplicating
machines, adressing machines, coin-sorting
machines, coin-counting and wrapping machines,
pencil-sharpening machines, perforating and
stapling machines/

84.57-01 Machines for the working of flat glass
/other than machines for working flat glass
in the cold/ 5

-02 Lamp bulb manufacturing machine sets with
inner frosting equipment, with an output
of not less than 65.00 pieces per hour 0

-03 Machine lines for drawing, blowing and
assembling fluorescent tubes with a

capacity of not less than 3.000 pieces
per hour 0

-04 Other glass-working machines /other
than machines for working glass in
the cold/ 5
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84.59-01

-02

84.61-99

85.01-01

Machines for use in the manufacture
of the products falling within heading No.
28.51

Nuclear reactors

Other

Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances,
for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats and

the like, including pressure reducing
valves and thermostatically controlled
valves

Electric generators, motors and rotary

converters, of an output not exceeding
0.6 kw

-02 Electric generators, motors and rotary

converters, of an output exceeding 0.6

kw but not exceeding 100 kw

-03

-04

-05

-06

-07

Electric generators, motors and rotary

converters, of an output exceeding

100 kw

Telecommunications transformers

Voltage-regulating transformers

Power transmission transformers and

inductors /chikes/

Welding transformers

Other transformers

0

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

-08
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85.01-09

-99

85.02-01

-99

85.03-00

85.04-01

-02

-03

Parts of products of heading
No. 85.01

Other

Electrical goods of the following
descriptions: generators, motors,
vonverters /rotary or static/, trans-
formers, rectifiers and rectifying apparatus
inductors

Electro-magnets for use in telecommunications
equipment and apparatus

Other

Electro-magnets; permanent magnets and
articles of special materials for permanent
magnets, being blanks of such magnets;
electro-magnetic and permanent magnet chucks,
lamps, vices and similar work holders;
electro-magnetic clutches and couplings;
electro-magnetic brakes; electromagnetic
lifting heads

Primary cells and primery batteries

Zinc-lead accumulators

Zinc-silver button-type accumulators

Nickel-cadmium button-type accumulators

Other button-type accumulators

Accumulators for use in telecommunications
and medical therapy /e.g. for hearing
aids/

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

-05

5

5
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85.04-06 Parts 5

-99 Other 5
Electric accumulators

85.12-01 Electric instantaneous or storage
water heaters and immersion heaters 5

-02 Electric soil heating apparatus and

electric space heating apparatus 5

-03 Electric hair dressing appliances
/hair dryers, hair curlers, etc./ 5

-04 Electric smoothing irons 5

-05 Electric heating appliances for domestic

use 5

-06 Parts of products of headong No.85.12 5

-99 Other 5

Electric instantaneous or storage water

heaters and immersion heaters; electric

soil heating apparatus and electric space

heating apparatus; electric hair dressing
appliances /for example, hair dryers, hair

curlers, curling tong heaters/ and electric

smoothing irons; electro-thermic domestic

appliances; electirc heating resistors,
other than those of carbon

85.15-04 Radio sets /including microwave sets/ 0

-11 Radio and television receivers, whether

or not combined 0
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85.20-07

85.23-01

-02

-03

-99

87.02-02

87.06-99

87.07-99

Electrically ignited photographic
flashbulbs

Lead-sheathed

Cable insulated with teflon

For special telecommunications
purposes

Other
Insulated /including enamelled or

anodised/ electric wire, cable, bars, strip
and the like /including coaxial cable/,
whether or not fitted with connectors

Invalids cars

Other
Parts and accessories of the motor
vehicles falling within heading No. 87.01,
87.02 or 87.03

Other
Works trucks, mechanically propelled,
of the types used in factories, warehouses,
dock areas or airports for short distance
transport or handling of goods /for example,
platform trucks, fork-lift trucks and
straddle carriers/; tractors of the type
used on railway station platforms; parts
of the foregoing vehicles

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5
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87.08-00

87.09-07

87,11-01

-99

87.12-03

87,13-00

87.14-03

-99

90.07-04

90.16-99

Tanks and other armoured fighting
vehicles, motorised, whether or not fitted
with weapons, and parts of such vehicles

Motor-cycles for invalids

Invalid carriages, motorised or other

wise mechanically propelled

Other
Invalid carriages, whether or not
motorised or otherwise mechanically
propelled

Cycle parts

Baby carriages and parts thereof

Component assemblies and parts

thereof

Other
Other vehicles /including trailers/,
not mechanically propelled, and parts

thereof

Flashbulbs

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

0

Other 5
Drawing, marking-out and mathematical
calculating instruments drafting machines,

pantographs, slide rules,disc calculators

and the like; measuring or checking instruments,
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appliances and machines, not falling
within any other heading of this Chapter

Afor example, micrometers callipers,
gauges, measuring rods, balancing machines/;
profile projectors 0

90.17-01 Hypodermic and suture needles; syringes 0

-02 Surgical suture appliance using miniature
clips 0

-03 Portable single-channel direct-recording
electrocardiographs 0

-04 Multi-channel electrocardiographs,

electromyographs, and accessories

therefor 0

-05 Electro-encephelographs and accessories
therefor 0

-06 Multi-chanel biological instruments
and accessories therefor, not elswhere
specified 0

-07 Ultra-short-wave electrotherapy apparatus 0

-08 Microwave electrotherapy apparatus 0

-09 Heart stimulators suitable for
implantation /pacemakers/ 0

-10 Electrical or electronic medical
apparatus and accessories therefor, not

elsewhere specified /other than X-ray

apparatus and parts thereof/ 0
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90.17-11

-12

-13

-14

-99

90.20-01

-02

-03

-04

Accessories and parts assignable to
the instruments and apparatus falling
within subheadings 90.17-02-to 90.17-10 0

Medical, surgical, dental and veterinary
instruments and apparatus, including electro-
medical and sight-testing apparatus
not elsewhere specified 0

Inhalation-type anesthetic apparatus

Breathing examination apparatus

0

0

Other
Medical, dental, surgical and veterinary
instruments and appliances /including/
electro-medical apparatus and ophthalmic
instruments/

Diagnosis and therapy X-ray apparatus

/single- or multiple-operation, incorporating
normal and suitable examination acessories,
used in radiography, giving centred tele-

enlarged tomographs or ordinary prints
and also suited to use for isotope
radiation treatment, but excluding dental
X-ray apparatus 0

Dental X-ray apparatus

Accessories and parts for the goods falling
within subheadings 90.20-01 and 90.20-02;

Industrial X-ray apparatus for a voltage
of over 30 kV.

0

0

0

Other X-ray apparatus-05 0
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90.20-99 Other 0

Apparatus based on the use of X-rays or of the
radiations from radio-active substances /including
radiography and radiotherapy apparatus/; X-ray
generators; X-ray tubes; X-ray screens; X-ray
high tension generators; X-ray control panels and
desks; X-ray examination or treatment tables,
chairs and the like

90.22-01 Metal-testing machines and appliances 5
-02 Textile-testing machines and appliances 5

--03 Paper-testing machines and appliances 5

-04 Plastics-testing machines and appliances 5

-05 Machines and appliances for testing building materials 5

-99 Other 5

Machines and appliances for testing mechanically the
hardness, strength, compressibility, elasticity and
the like properties of industrial materials /for
example, metals, wood, textiles, paper or plastics/

90.24-99 Other 5
Instruments and apparatus for measuring, checking or
automatically controlling the flow, depths pressure
or other variables of liquids or gases, or for
automatically controlling temperature /for example,
pressure gauges, thermostats, level gauges, flow
meters, heat meters, automatic oven-draught regulators/,
not being articles falling within heading No. 90.14

90.25-07 Gas or smoke analysis apparatus 5

91.04-99 Other 0

Other clocks

92.10-01 Prepared hair for bows 0

92.11-01 Record-players 5
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92.11-02

-99

93.03-00

95.05-99

96.01-99

97.05-00

Tape-decks /including picture tape
recorders/

Other

Gramophones, dictating machines and

other sound recorders and reproducers,
including record-players and tape decks,
with or without sound-heads; television
image and sound recorders and reproducers

Artillery weapons, machine-guns, sub-

machine-guns and other military firearms
and projectors /other than revolvers and
pistols/

5

5

0

0

Worked tortoise-shell, mother of pearl,
ivory, bone, horn, coral /natural or

agglomerated/ and other animal carving
material, and articles of those materials

Other
Brooms and brushes, consisting of twigs
or other vegetable materials merely
bound together and not mounted in a head
/for example, besoms and whisks/, with or

without handles, other brooms and brushes
/including brushes of a kind used as parts
of machins/; paint rollers; squeegees /other
than roller squeegees/ and mops,

prepared knots and tufts for broom or brush
making

5

5

Carnival articles; entertainment articles
/for example conjuring tricks and novelty
jokes/; Christmas tree decorations and similar
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articles for Christmas festivities
/for example, artificial Christmas

trees, Christmas stockings, imitation
yule logs, Nativity scenes and figures
therefor/ 5

97.07-01

98.03-00

98.05-01

-02

-99

98.08-00

Unmounted fish-hooks'

Fountain pens, stylograph pens and

pencils /including ball point pens and

pencils/ and other pens, pen-holders,
pencil-holders and similar holders,
propelling pencils and sliding pencils;
parts and fittings thereof, other than

those falling within heading No. 98.04 or

98.05

Pencils /including slate pencils/,
pencil leads, pastels and crayons

Writing and drawing chalks, tailors'
and billiards chalks

Other
Pencils /other than pencils of heading
No. 98.03/, pencil leads, slate pencils,

crayons and pastels, drawing charcoals
and writing and drawing chalks; tailors
and billiards chalks

Typewriter and similar ribbons, whether
or not on spools; ink-pads, with or

without boxes

Combs, hair-slides and the like

0555

98.12-0055
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99.01-00

99.02-00

99.03-00

99.04-00

99.05-00

99.06-00

Paintings, drawings and pastels,
executed entirely by hand /other
than industrial drawings falling within

heading No. 49.06 and other than hand-

painted or hand-decorated manufactured
articles/

Original engravings, prints and
lithographs

Original sculptures and statuary, in

any material

Postage, revenue and similar stamps

/including stamp-postmarks and franked

envelopes, letter-cards and the like/,
used, or if unused not of current or

new issue in the country to which they

are destined

Collections and collectors 'pieces of

zoological, botanical, mineralogical,
anatomical, historical, archaelogical,
paleontological, ethnographic or

numismatic interest

Antiques of age exceeding one

hundred years

0

0

0

0

0

0
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ANNEX II

List of least developed developing countries

Republic of Afghanistan, Bangladesh People's Republic,
Benin People's Republic, the Republic of Botswana,
the Republic of Burundi, the Central African Empire,
the Republic of Chad, Ethiopia, Gambia Republic, Re-
public of Guinea, Republic of Haiti, Laos People's
Democratic Republic, Kingdom of Lesotho, Republic of
Malawi, Republic of Maldives, Republic of Mali, King-
dom of Nepal, Republic of the Niger, Republic of Rwan-
da, Somali Democratic Republic, Republic of the Su-
dan, Republic of Upper Volta, United Republic of Tan-
zania Republic of Uganda, the Arab Republic of Ye-
men, the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen.


